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R&D funds have remained relatively constant in
the U.S., with an average decrease of approx.
0.2% per year from 1993 to 2012.

China

In contrast, the R&D funds in China have been
rising at a rate of approximately 18.7% per
year.

CASH REWARD SYSTEM

CHINA’S TOP RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS

Chinese universities offer
the highest cash reward to
Nature or Science papers.
The author may receive a
prize up to

Chinese Academy of Sciences
Tsinghua University
Peking University
Zhejiang University
South China
University
of Technology

165,000 USD.
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living abroad
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education
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higher quality research
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% of respondents
survey responses from STEM faculty at China’s top 25 universities

PERCEIVED VALUE OF A FOREIGN DEGREE
domestic degree holders (Chinese university grads)

40%

64%

foreign degree holders (returnees)
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71%

39%

18%

better jobs

better pay

better education

47%

better mentorship

Among those who received a foreign degree, 84% felt
that their foreign degree provided them with advantages.

REASONS FOR RETURNING TO CHINA
% of respondents
46%

45%

job opportunities
in China

family

18%

22%

better professional
network

want children to receive
a Chinese education

海龟
Only 3.3% of respondents said they
returned to China because they were
unable to obtain a visa/sponsorship.

$

$$

$7500–$9500

median salary: $6180

$36,000–$45,000

median salary: $43,585

“There is too much focus on instant success. Very few
people are actually interested in doing research, they
only do it because they are forced to.”
A respondent from Sun Yat-Sen University

POSTDOCTORAL

Although China’s
postdoctoral salary is
slightly above the
country’s median
salary, it is lower than
the global median
salary ($10,000).

U.S.

SALARY

CHINA

TOP 5 CHALLENGES
to china’s research environment
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promotion of
short-term thinking
& instant success

research
funding

too much
bureaucratic
intervention

the evaluation
system

reliance on
human relations

PERCENTAGE OF

u.s.
52%

DOCTORATES

china
39%

FEMALE

“

There is a misogynist rhetoric against female PhDs who are
labeled as a ‘third type’ of person, not male, not female.
The social stigma attached to female PhDs has caused a
rising fear of becoming a ‘leftover woman’ among young
women.

男 剩女 女

- Xiao Hui, University of Kansas

limit the government’s role in higher
education & give the academic
community more control

let research be dictated by market
forces and increase privatization

decrease the number of established
research projects & allow researchers to
apply for more self-directed research

establish a more fair reward system or
abolish the reward system altogether

HOW TO IMPROVE

CHINA’S RESEARCH

ENVIRONMENT

establish a fair, open, and
transparent system

relax graduate student
enrollment requirements

suggestions above based on respondents’ answers
Design by Julienna Law
Research by Jason Chwa
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